Three populations (Poliya, Deshi, and Tiyor) of the Koch ethnic group have been studied for the distribution of three serum protein and four red cell enzyme polymorphisms. There was no significant difference in the allelic frequencies of these systems in the three populations of the Koch ethnic group. The overall gene frequencies were as follows: 
INTRODUCTION
The Koch ethnic group of eastern India represents a tribe-caste continuum in the Hindu social system of India. They are a Mongoloid group in the northern part of the present West Bengal and Assam states who have been described as being one of the most ancient peoples of India (Dalton, 1872) . The Poliya, Deshi and Tiyor populations of the present investigations originated from the original Koch ethnic group. The Poliya and Deshi are Bengali-speaking while the Tiyors speak Khotta or a mixed Hindi dialect. Poliyas are traditionally horticulturists while the Deshis are settled agriculturists. They have probably been admixed with certain Caucasoid castes from time to time. It therefore appears that the Koch ethnic group offers an interesting population for genetic studies.
We present here the distribution of three serum protein markers in the Poliya, Deshi and Tiyor subdivisions of the Koch and four red cell enzyme polymorphisms in a small group comprised of the Poliya and Deshi.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Samples of blood were collected from 240 individuals of both sexes from the Koch ethnic group of the Malda district of West Bengal, eastern India by fingerprick into heparinised Eppendorf tubes. Only a limited number of red cell enzyme systems could be studied in sample sizes varying from 55 to 108 from the Poliya and Deshi. The details of the methods were the same as those described earlier (Saha, 1987a) .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The distribution of three serum protein polymorphism in the Koch ethnic groups is presented in Table 1 .
Serum proteins
Similar frequencies of haptoglobin alleles were observed in the Poliya, Deshi and Tiyor populations of the Koch ethnic group with a range of Hp 1 varying from 0.19 to 0.24. Mukherjee et al. (1987) have reported a Hp ~ frequency of 0.35 in the related Rajbanshis of West Bengal which is higher than that in the other nine populations. The frequencies of Gc lr have been found to range from 0.30 to 0.35 which falls within the reported frequencies of the allele in the Mongoloid population of eastern India (Saha, 1987a; Walter et al., 1986) . The Mongoloid population of South East Asia, the Chinese and Japanese have much higher frequencies of Gc ~F (Saha, 1989a) . The frequencies of Gc is varied from 0.35 to 0.38 which are in agreement with the reported frequency of Gc Is in the Mongoloid population of eastern India. The Mongoloid population of South East Asia as well as East Asia have a much lower Gc is (0.15 to 0.33). A much higher frequency of Gc is has been reported in north and south India. Frequency of Ge ~ varied from 0.20 to 0.34 in the three populations of the Koch ethnic groups which is slightly higher than that reported in the Caucasoid population of northern and western India as well as the Dravidian populations. The frequencies of Tf cl and Tf c2 were found to be 0.69 and 0.24 in the Poliya compared to 0.63 and 0.30 in the Deshi, TJ "Dc~ was found to be 0.06 in both the Poliya and Deshi. A much lower frequency of Tf el has been observed in the Assamese and Manipuri (0.54) with corresponding higher Tf c2 (0.42 to 0.45) (Walter et al., 1986) . The Mongoloids of East and South-east Asia have much higher frequencies of Tf ex (Saha, 1987b) .
Red cell enzymes
The distribution of four red cell enzymes in the Koch ethnic group is presented in Table 2 . The frequency of GLO 1 was found to be 0.21 which is similar to the GLO ~ frequencies in other Indian population (0.15 to 0.24). The frequency of PGI 2 and AK 2 was very low in the Koch ethnic group (0.04 and 0.01 respectively). AK ~ is much lower than that reported in most of the populations of India, reaching 0.11 in the Assamese.
The frequencies of PGM 1+ and PGM 1-were found to be 0.80 and 0.06 respectively. The PGM 1+ frequency is rather high compared to that in the populations of South and East Asia (Saha, 1988) . The PGM 2+ frequency of 0.11 is correspondingly lower.
The above gene frequencies at seven polymorphic loci suggest a strong Mongoloid characteristic of the Koch ethnic group as suggested by a high Gc ~ and Tf nchi and a low GLO 1 and AK ~.
